CONNECTING
WORLDS
CONFERENCE

Date: Thursday 30 June &
Friday 01 July 2022
Location: NU Building,
Vrije Universiteit
Amsterdam, De Boelelaan
1105, Amsterdam
Includes:
• Connected World PhD Doctoral
Consortium (call for contributions)
• Digital Society & Global Citizenship
(Aurora Workshop)
• Connecting Worlds on Food and Water
(CIS Workshop)
• Poster Market Get-together
(call for contributions)
• Keynotes

CIS – VU Center for International Cooperation

Connected
World

The Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam (VU) promotes research and education that investigates
important societal challenges, notably those outlined in the UN Sustainable Development
Goals; in doing so, it aims to be impactful in contributing to solutions. Inclusiveness,
whereby research helps create new ways to connect people in a quickly changing world, is a
foundation for this.
The present conference brings together VU researchers in the broad theme of the
Connected World with guests from abroad from VU’s many international cooperation
programs.

PROGRAMME
Day 1, Thursday 30 June:
10:00-10:30
10:30-12:30

Welcome with coffee (Theater Hall NU-2C-33)
Opening Plenary Session (Theater Hall NU-2C-33)
Opening by Prof Jeroen Geurts, rector-magnificus VU
Keynotes by:
Prof George Mark Onyango (Maseno University, Kenya)
Prof Narayanan Kulathuramaiyer (UNIMAS, Universiti Malaysia Sarawak)
Prof Saa Dittoh (University for Development Studies UDS, Ghana)
12:30-13:30
Lunch break
13:30-14:15
Plenary Session continued (Theater Hall NU-2C-33)
Keynote by Prof Susan Legêne (dean Faculty of Humanities, VU)
14:15-16:30
Parallel Sessions
• Connected World PhD Doctoral Consortium (Room NU-4A-45)
• 	Digital Society & Global Citizenship (Aurora Research and Curriculum Design
workshop) (Room NU-4A-54)
• 	Connecting Worlds on Food and Water (CIS International Workshop)
		(Room NU-4B-05)

Day 2, Friday 01 July:

10:00-10:30
Welcome with coffee (Theater Room NU-4C-07)
10:30-12:30 	Parallel Sessions
• Connected World PhD Doctoral Consortium (Room NU-4A-45)
• 	Digital Society & Global Citizenship (Aurora Research and Curriculum Design
workshop) (Room NU-4A-54)
• 	Connecting Worlds on Food and Water (CIS International Workshop)
		(Room NU-4B-17)
12:30-13:30
Lunch break
13:30-14:15
Closing Plenary Session (Theater Room NU-4C-07)
	Addresses by and discussion with Dr. Ivano Malavolta, director Network Institute,
and Prof Gert-Jan Burgers, director CLUE+, on the Connected World concept
and activity plans for the future; Celebrating the winners of the Connected World
Academy Assistants challenge
14:15-16:00 	Connected World Poster Market Get-Together, with drinks (ground floor NU
Building)

Call for Contributions: Connected World PhD Doctoral Consortium

The Connected World PhD Doctoral Consortium provides a unique opportunity for PhD students to present,
discuss, and get feedback on their ongoing work vis-à-vis a panel of experienced and senior researchers,
and to meet up with colleague PhD students. As we aim for substantive and in-depth discussions of your
work, we ask you to submit beforehand a short paper describing your research, and for each participant we
reserve a presentation/discussion slot of about 25 minutes. The launch of the Connected World PhD Doctoral
Consortium will take place on Thursday 30 June (afternoon) and Friday 01 July (morning), first and foremost
onsite as part of the larger ‘Connecting Worlds Conference’. Afterwards, the contributed papers to the
Doctoral Consortium as well as the contributions to the Connected World Poster Market Get-Together (Friday
01 July afternoon, with drinks) will be collected in a brochure, made available through the VU website.

Participation and Submission procedure

The Connected World PhD Doctoral Consortium is open to PhD students in fields associated with the
Network Institute and CLUE+ and more generally to all PhD students whose work links to the Connected
World research profile theme of the VU.
If you have an interest to participate:
• 	Send us an early notification of your intention to participate (with author name, department/group and
topic title) at your earliest convenience, but no later than Friday 03 June 2022 (we need this for timely
session planning purposes). Email to connectedworld@vu.nl with cc to Hans.Akkermans@freedom.nl

• 	Send us a short paper describing your research (guidelines below) no later than Friday 17 June 2022
(to the same email addresses)
• 	You will then receive a notification from our side on Thursday 23 June 2022
• 	If you have questions etc., you may contact Ms. Mojca Lovrencak (E: connectedworld@vu.nl) or Prof
Hans Akkermans (coordinator) at Hans.Akkermans@freedom.nl
Please note: there is a limited capacity for the Doctoral Consortium (about 5 per session, 10 PhD
25-minute slots in total). We will tend to proceed on a first-come/first-serve policy, but if participation
interest exceeds capacity, we will consider to hold a Doctoral Consortium again later in the year.

Guidelines for Doctoral Consortium paper submissions

We avoid being bureaucratic about paper submissions, so it is relatively free-format in style and size, but
we do have a few suggestions and guidelines:
• 	Submit a short paper describing your research, suggested size is 3-7 pages (A4, pdf)
• 	As the Connected World is an interdisciplinary theme and the feedback panel researchers will come
from different disciplines, please describe your PhD research topic, its motivation, and its research
approach in ways that are understandable for peers and colleagues outside your specific subfield.
•	
(Also if you are at a relatively early stage of your research,) Can you sketch a picture of the overall
intended outcome and/or scientific contribution of your research?
• 	And furthermore: could you outline what the societal relevance and intended societal impact
contribution, directly or indirectly, is or may be of your research?

Important Dates:

03 June: deadline for notification with intention to participate
17 June: deadline for submission of short PhD research paper
23 June: notification of acceptance/participation
30 June & 01 July: PhD Doctoral Consortium sessions
P.S. You may consider to also present your PhD research as a poster at the Connected World Poster
Market Get-Together that takes place on Friday 01 July 2022 afternoon.

Call for Contributions: Connected World Poster Market Get-Together
The Connected World Poster Market Get-Together provides you with a unique opportunity to meet
Call for Contributions: Connected World Poster Market Get-Together
colleague researchers, and to show and discuss your research in an informal and pleasant atmosphere.
The Connected World Poster Market Get-Together provides you with a unique opportunity to
meet colleague researchers, and to show and discuss your research in an informal and pleasant
The Connected World Poster Market Get-Together will take place on Friday 01 July afternoon in the
atmosphere.
ground-floor hall of the NU Building, as part of the larger ‘Connecting Worlds Conference’. It will be
with drinks, and it goes without mention that this is also to say goodbye to the past academic year and to
The Connected World Poster Market Get-Together will take place on Friday 01 July afternoon
welcome the holiday season.
onsite (most likely the ground-floor hall of the NU Building), as part of the larger ‘Connecting
Worlds Conference’. It will be with drinks, and it goes without mention that this is also to say
Afterwards, the posters at the Connected World Poster Market Get-Together and the contributed papers
goodbye to the past academic year and to welcome the holiday season.
to the PhD Doctoral Consortium will be collected in a brochure and made available through the VU
website.
Afterwards, the posters at the Connected World Poster Market Get-Together and the contributed
papers to the PhD Doctoral Consortium will be collected in a brochure and made available through
Participation and Submission procedure
the VU website.
The Connected World Poster Market is open to all researchers associated with the Network Institute and
CLUE+ and more generally to all whose work links to the Connected World research profile theme of the
Participation and Submission procedure
VU.
The Connected World Poster Market is open to all researchers associated with the Network
Institute and CLUE+ and more generally to all whose work links to the Connected World research
If you have an interest to participate:
profile theme of the VU.
• 	Send us an early notification of your intention to participate (with author names, department/group(s)
and title) at your earliest convenience, but no later than Friday 03 June 2022 (we need this for timely
If you have an interest to participate:
session planning purposes). Email to connectedworld@vu.nl with cc to Hans.Akkermans@freedom.nl
• 	Send us an early notification of your intention to participate (with author names, department/
• 	Send in your poster as a pdf (for the brochure, and for space planning purposes) no later than Friday
group(s) and title) at your earliest convenience, but no later than Friday 03 June 2022 (we need
24 June 2022 (to the same email addresses; you will receive an acknowledgment)
this for timely session planning purposes). Email to connectedworld@vu.nl with cc to Hans.
• 	Bring your physical poster in A0 size (BTW portrait orientation preferred) around noon Friday 01 July
Akkermans@freedom.nl
to the NU building hall; the conference organization will provide you with poster boards, attachment
• 	Send in your poster as a pdf (for the brochure, and for space planning purposes) no later than
materials and the like.
Friday 24 June 2022 (to the same email addresses; you will receive an acknowledgment)
• 	If you have questions etc., you may contact Ms. Mojca Lovrencak (E: connectedworld@vu.nl) or Prof
• 	Bring your physical poster in A0 size (BTW portrait orientation preferred) around noon Friday
Hans Akkermans (coordinator) Hans.Akkermans@freedom.nl
01 July to the NU building hall; the conference organization will provide you with poster boards,
attachment materials and the like.
Important Dates:
• 	If you have questions etc., you may contact Ms. Mojca Lovrencak (E: connectedworld@vu.nl) or
03 June: deadline for notification with intention to participate
Prof Hans Akkermans (coordinator) Hans.Akkermans@freedom.nl
24 June: deadline for submission of poster in pdf
01 July: Poster Market onsite (physical, A0 size)

Important Dates:

03 June: deadline for notification with intention to participate
24 June: deadline for submission of poster in pdf
01 July: Poster Market onsite (physical, A0 size)

Connecting Worlds Conference
Thursday 30 June & Friday 01 July 2022
VU Amsterdam, NU Building
Keynotes and Sessions Programme Information

Plenary keynote session I
Thu 30 June, 10:30 – 12:30, Theater Hall NU-2C-33
Chair: Dr. Anna Bon (VU/CIS)
Prof. Dr. Jeroen Geurts (rector-magnificus VU): Welcome and Opening
(photo + bio)
Prof. Dr. George Mark Onyango (Maseno University, Kenia)
Urban Food Systems in Intermediate Cities in a Connected World: Experiences from Kenya
In this keynote, I will look at the place of intermediate cities in the development of regions. These are the next
frontier of urban growth driving the demand for functional Urban Food Systems. My presentation draws from
Kisumu City, an intermediate City that sits astride a dynamic region in Eastern Africa demonstrating a connected
world. We showcase the drivers of food systems including the physical environment (water, soil, topography),
demographics, employment and income, and urban growth. The institutions and regulations governing the
sector are also assessed as they create a bigger picture of the policy framework, food shed, food production
and post-harvest logistics determining food security.

Professor George Onyango is an urban and regional trained planner with years of experience in surveys,
research designs, facilitating community participation in urban and rural development. He has worked with
various organizations across Africa in facilitating development research interventions and building institutional
capacities. As a researcher and consultant George has had practical experience in urban food systems planning
and policy development working with FAO and RISE Africa. You can reach him: T: +254722610210; E:
georgemarkonyango@yahoo.com or georgemarkonyango@maseno.ac.ke

Prof. Dr. Narayanan Kulathuramaiyer (Universiti Malaysia Sarawak UNIMAS, Malaysia)
Fostering Ecosystems for Indigenous Innovation
Indigenous Communities that are still holding on to their traditional knowledge are challenged by current
developments that tend to deemphasize the value of their past knowledge. Mapping ancestral knowledge
and sustaining a connection to indigenous wisdom within a contemporary context and setting has become
an important challenge. Rural indigenous communities are often seen and written off as being disconnected
and not aligned to current development initiatives. My keynote highlights the potential capacity for
addressing this concern by collectively co-creating and nurturing an ecosystem for a connected world that
will be able to be inclusive, and to conserve and create value for indigenous communities in a sustainable
way.

Professor Narayanan Kulathuramaiyer is Director of the Institute of Social Informatics and Technological
Innovations (ISITI) and Professor of Computer Science at the Faculty of Computer Science and Information
Technology, Universiti Malaysia Sarawak (UNIMAS). He received his PhD in Computer Science from the Graz
University of Technology, Austria. His research covers areas of Intelligent systems and Indigenous
Knowledge systems. Particularly impactful has been his work with remote rural communities in Borneo and
across the country, enriching life-long learning approaches to serve marginalized rural communities. You can
reach him: E:

Prof. Dr. Saa Dittoh (University for Development Studies UDS, Ghana)
Effective Integration of Knowledge Systems is Key to Sustainable Development
Sustainable development (as espoused in the SDGs) is facing challenges globally mainly because of the lack
of effective integration of knowledge systems. Systematic attempts at replacing “inferior knowledge systems”
with supposedly “superior knowledge systems” are main causes of lack of sustainability and resilience of
development efforts, especially in developing countries.

Professor Saa Dittoh is an agricultural development and food systems economist with the University for
Development Studies in Tamale, Ghana. He has been a lecturer, researcher and consultant for over four
decades, mainly in the areas of smallholder farmer systems, food and nutrition security, natural resources
management, gender and ICT4D. He is a Distinguished Fellow of the African Association of Agricultural
Economists (AAAE). He has been a consultant to several international, continental and national organizations
for decades, including UNICEF, WFP, FAO, IFAD, The World Bank, AfDB, World Vision, USAID, DFID, EU and
others. Prof. Dittoh has been Head of Department, Dean of Faculty, Dean of Students and Pro-Vice
Chancellor at the UDS.

Plenary keynote session II
Thu 30 June, 13:30 – 14:15, Theater Hall NU-2C-33
Chair: Prof. Dr. Gert-Jan Burgers (VU/CLUE+)
Prof. Dr. Susan Legêne (dean Faculty of Humanities, professor of political history VU Amsterdam)
Connecting Worlds, Decolonization and the Revolving Interaction between Orality,
Textuality and Visuality

Susan Legêne is Professor of Political History and Dean of the Faculty of Humanities of the VU. Her
research interests cover the problem of culture and power in contemporary history, historiography

and heritage politics. She is currently engaged in two major research projects, Pressing Matter Ownership, Value and the Question of Colonial Heritage in Museums a broad programme with an
international staff and the National Museum of World Cultures as the main societal partner funded
by NWA-NWO the Netherlands, and Colonial Normativity - Corruption and difference in colonial
and postcolonial histories of empire and nations (NWO funded collaboration with UGM Yogyakarta).

Connected World PhD Doctoral Consortium
Thu 30 June, 14:15 – 16:30, Room NU-4A-45 & Fri 01 July, 10:30 – 12:30, Room NU-4A-45
Hosted by CLUE+ and the Network Institute
Chairs: Prof. Dr. Gert-Jan Burgers (director CLUE+) & Dr. Ivano Malavolta (director Network
Institute)
The Connected World PhD Doctoral Consortium provides a unique opportunity for PhD students to
present, discuss, and get feedback on their ongoing work vis-à-vis a panel of experienced and
senior researchers, and to meet up with colleague PhD students.

Workshop Digital Society & Global Citizenship
Thu 30 June, 14:15 – 16:30, Room NU-4A-54 & Fri 01 July, 10:30 – 12:30, Room NU-4A-54
Research and Curriculum Design workshop, hosted by the Aurora European Universities Network
Chair: Dr. Jaap Gordijn (VU/Aurora)
Aurora is a European Universities Network, co-funded by the Erasmus+ Programme of the
European Union to enhance international cooperation in education and research. As one of its
initiatives, six Aurora universities (U Napoli, Italy; U Innsbruck, Austria; Palacky University Olomouc,
Czech Republic; URV Tarragona, Spain; U Iceland; VU Amsterdam, The Netherlands) have recently
signed a Letter of Intent to develop a joint European interdisciplinary master degree program on
Digital Society & Global Citizenship. This international workshop is to discuss and design the
overall educational concept of the joint degree program as well as the content of the curriculum in
terms of the major digital society challenge themes that are to be addressed in its courses.

Workshop Connecting Worlds on Food and Water
Thu 30 June, 14:15 – 16:30, Room NU-4B-05 & Fri 01 July, 10:30 – 12:30, Room NU-4B-17
International Workshop, hosted by the VU Centre for International Cooperation CIS
Chair: Dr. Denyse Snelder (VU/CIS)
There are an estimated 7.9 billion people to feed today, and this number is expected to increase to
about 10 billion by 2050. This implies that more food is needed, and more food means more water
for crops and livestock to grow. What is the status of food, nutrition, and water security in the
world and what are the differences among regions like Europe and Africa? There is a lot that we
can learn from one another about interventions and innovative technologies that address the
pressing challenges of our interconnected food and health systems. Similarly, sustainable
approaches for food trade and agri-business are needed, stimulating livelihood development and
job creation in urban and rural communities. This workshop offers the opportunity to bring
together academics to discuss innovative ideas in research and education to foster South-South
and triangular cooperation in these fields.

Closing plenary session
Fri 01 July, 13:30 – 14:15, Theater Room NU-4C-07
Addresses by and discussion with Dr. Ivano Malavolta, director Network Institute, and
Prof Gert-Jan Burgers, director CLUE+, on the Connected World concept and activity plans for the
future; Celebrating the winners of the Connected World Academy Assistants challenge.
Prof. Dr. Gert-Jan Burgers (director CLUE+, VU)

Gert-Jan Burgers has a chair in Heritage and History of Cultural Landscapes and Urban
Environments at the Faculty of Humanities of the Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam (VUA). He
directs the interfaculty VU research institute CLUE+ for Culture, Cognition, History and
Heritage, with researchers from a range of disciplines from the Humanities, Religion and
Theology, Science, Social Sciences, Law and Economics. Burgers is also coordinator of the
Pan-european H2020 Marie Curie International Training Network 'Heriland. Cultural
Heritage and the Planning of European Landscapes'. Prior to this, he was director of the
Royal Netherlands Institute in Rome (2012-2013) and Head of the Heritage and Ancient
Studies departments of the same institute (2006-2013). In these capacities, Burgers’
mission has been to bring together researchers from a wide variety of academic disciplines,
to jointly investigate scientific and societal challenges and to formulate strategies for
addressing those challenges.
Dr. Ivano Malavolta (director Network Institute, VU)
The vision of the Network institute on Connecting Worlds
The Network institute is the hub for interdisciplinary research at the Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam.
As such, the institute is naturally oriented towards connecting researchers across different scientific
disciplines for addressing the challenges of the digital society, such as polarization on social media,
digital divide, robotics for society, etc. In the talk the director of the institute will share their vision
on how digital technologies can play a role in creating meaningful connections today, their
potential, and their intrinsic risks.

Ivano Malavolta is Associate professor in the Department of Computer Science and Director of the
Network Institute at the Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam. His research interests include data-driven
software engineering, with a special emphasis on software architecture, mobile software
development, and robotics software. Ivano received his Ph.D. in computer science from the
University of L’Aquila, Italy. He is a Member of IEEE, the Association for Computing Machinery,
VERSEN, Amsterdam Young Academy, and Amsterdam Data Science.

Connected World Poster Market Get-together
Fri 01 July, 14:15 – 16:00, ground floor NU Building, with drinks
The Connected World Poster Market Get-Together provides you with a unique opportunity to meet
colleague researchers, and to show and discuss your research in an informal and pleasant
atmosphere. It will take place on the ground-floor hall of the NU Building. It will be with drinks,
and it goes without saying that this is also to say goodbye to the past academic year and welcome
the holiday season.

(v.07June2022)

The conference takes place under the auspices of the Connected World VU research profile
theme, and is jointly organized by Network Institute, CLUE+, the VU Center for International
Cooperation CIS, and the Aurora European Universities Network.

For more information please visit our website
https://vu.nl/en/about-vu/more-about/cw

